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OK, this excerpt is from the headings labeled
“Addressing”, Power Supply”, and
“For Troubleshooting, What is an SLC?”,
(highlighted in yellow). Order the rest of the book from:
https://douglas-krantz-s-fire-and-lifesafety.myshopify.com/products/make-it-workaddressable-signaling-line-circuits

Headings:
• SLC Descriptions
o The SLC and Conventional Circuitry
o Conventional vs Addressable
o Polling is Device Supervision
o Voltage Readings on the SLC
o Addressing
o Power Supply
o For Troubleshooting, What is an SLC?
o Classification – Class A, Class B, and Class X
• Basic SLC Troubleshooting
• Troubleshooting the SLC
o Initial Test for a Bad Panel, a Shorted SLC, or
an Open Wire
o Open Fault
o Missing Device / Device Fault
o Finding an Open Fault on the SLC
o Short Fault
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• Miscellaneous Faults
• Miscellaneous Devices and Circuits
o Addressable Input Modules
o Addressable Input Devices
o Addressable Modules and Devices
o Addressable Smoke Detector Bases
o Supervised Power Distribution System
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Addressing
Party Line
Addressing on the two-wire Signaling Line Circuit (SLC) is similar to party line
ring-sequence.
With the old-fashioned party lines, the telephones in up to eight households
would be connected to the same pair of wires going downtown to the telephone
company’s central office. When the telephone operator placed a phone call for
someone, the operator would ring the telephone bell in a sequence like “LongLong-Short”. All households on the same party line would hear the ringing, but
only the household assigned the ring sequence of “Long-Long-Short” would
answer the phone.
Addressing a detector or module on the SLC is very similar. Each module and
each detector has its own address. All devices on the SLC will receive a datapacket signal that includes the address, but only the detector or module with the
correct address will act on what it received.
This addressing is absolutely necessary on an SLC. All detectors, all modules,
and even the control panel receive the same data-packets sent onto the SLC, but
only the device that has the proper address will act on the data.
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Packets of Information

The panel has the device address programmed into its database. When the panel
sends data to a module or detector, the panel looks for the address in its
database, and attaches the address in the database to the beginning of the datapacket sent out on the SLC.
Using short packets of information, addressable devices send information to the
panel and receive messages from the panel. The address portion of the datapacket says either the equivalent of “This Message is to the Panel from Device
Number XXX” or “This Message is to Device Number XXX from the Panel”.
The first part of any data-packet of information is a digital address of the device
the packet is being sent to. The rest of the message on the packet can be purely
digital, or as well as the digital information on the packet, it can also contain
analog information, usually in the form of Pulse-Width variations.
The actual protocol of the message, including the exact protocol of the address,
is always proprietary to the fire alarm manufacturer, and has been tested and
listed by UL, ULC, CE, FM, etc. Suffice it to say, no manufacturer is going to
let anyone else know the protocol of the communications. As technicians, all
we really get to know is that the information exists.
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Power Supply
For troubleshooting purposes, the SLC is a power supply
circuit. It’s supplying power to the detectors and modules, but
because of the added data riding on the power supply, the
voltage readings are unstable.
All a standard voltmeter will show is that voltage is present on
the SLC. An oscilloscope shows more about the voltage transitions and it is far
more accurate. However, an oscilloscope is expensive, hard to use, and almost
always, it doesn’t help troubleshoot any better than using a voltmeter. So use a
voltmeter, it’s easier.
Although, having an idea of what’s on the circuit, can help in troubleshooting.

What does the SLC Signal Look Like on an
Oscilloscope?

During the time that the voltage on the SLC is at “Full Voltage”, the devices on
the SLC receive the power they need to operate their on-board computers or
circuitry. During the time that data (signal) is being sent by either the panel or
by the devices, the full voltage is rapidly being turned on and off, creating the
data-signal.
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To provide power to the addressable modules, the full voltage is needed; to
send signals between the control panel and the individual addressable devices,
the bursts of data (data-packets) are needed.

What does the SLC Voltage Look Like on a
Voltmeter?
A voltmeter shows an extremely unstable voltage. Including measuring the full
voltage portion of the signal, and also the data portion of the signal, in order to
get a reading, a voltmeter takes timed samples. A voltmeter, however, can’t
follow the data’s rapid turn-on and turn-off; during the period of each timed
sample, the SLC voltage has turned on and off hundreds to thousands of times.

During the timed sample period, the best that a voltmeter can do is to provide
an average value or an RMS (Root-Mean-Square) value of the voltage. That’s
why the voltmeter shows such unstable readings; each timed sample taken by a
voltmeter has to average out a different number of data signals.
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Caution: Watch for the Unstable SLC Voltage
Readings
This happened early in
my fire alarm
servicing carrier, when
I wasn’t too familiar
with the SLC
(Signaling Line
Circuit). I watched as a
seasoned technician from another company reconnected a duct
detector to the fire alarm system.
Going into the duct detector, there were two circuits. One of the
circuits showed a steady 24 volts (nominal). He was thinking that
the 24 volts he measured was the SLC, so he connected those wires
to the other SLC wires inside the duct detector.
In reality, the 24 volts he measured was from an auxiliary power
supply, and he had connected it to the SLC. The problem was that
that to send data, the loop controller inside the panel, shorts-out the
SLC, just like the addressable devices on the loop.
When sending data, the loop controller tried to short-out the SLC.
The components inside the loop controller received the full power
24-volt auxiliary power, and then the components in the loop
controller burned out.
The whole SLC loop controller had to be replaced.
Don’t make that mistake, look closely at the voltage readings. If
the readings are steady, it’s not the SLC.
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For Troubleshooting, What is an
SLC?
When troubleshooting the wires of a Signaling Line Circuit (SLC), think of a
doorbell circuit. The SLC is an “Either-It’s-There-or-It-Isn’t-There” system;
either the voltage is present, or the voltage isn’t present.
Read the SLC’s voltage at the
panel’s Class B Screw Terminals:
• Varying Voltage is Present
– The signal is present at the
panel. The voltage being
present does not show
whether it’s a complete
circuit, or whether devices
are missing.
• Continuous Zero Voltage
Present – Usually the circuit
is “Shorted”. In rare cases,
the panel isn’t producing voltage because it’s faulty.
Be careful about the word “Shorted”. With an SLC (Signaling Line Circuit), an
ohmmeter will often show that a shorted circuit is still normal; many “shorts”
on an SLC are not detected by an ohmmeter.
If the short is caused by a reverse-wired module, for instance, the short won’t
be detected by an ohmmeter. If the short is caused by a bad component inside of
a module, that short may not be detected by the ohmmeter, either.
When connected to the panel, though, the circuit can still act as if it’s “shorted”.
Don’t trust the ohmmeter; trust the way the circuit is acting. If the SLC circuit
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acts like it’s shorted and pulls the panel’s SLC voltage down to zero, in all
probability the circuit is “shorted”.

Short Clearing – Time Delay
When clearing a short, be aware of delays. Some panels don’t turn on power to
the SLC immediately after a short circuit has been cleared. Once a short circuit
has been removed from the SLC, some panels, to see if the SLC is still shorted,
will only check the circuit every :30 to :60 seconds.
What that means to the technician, when a short is cleared on the SLC, the
panel may wait up to :30 seconds or more before even testing to see if the short
has cleared. Be patient and wait that half minute (sometimes a full minute) or so
for the panel to try to apply power again.
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